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Results of specific-heat investigations in the glassy state of (NaCN) l, (KCN), mixed crystals are
presented, utilizing time-resolved and standard quasiadiabatic specific-heat techniques. Crystals
with concentrations x=0.19, 0.59, and 0.85 were investigated, which exhibit frozen-in orientational
disorder. At low temperatures ( T 1 K) the typical glasslike anomalies such as a logarithmic time
dependence and a linear variation with temperature were detected. The existence of an excess con-
tribution, which in glassy materials is usually termed a T excess heat capacity, could not be deter-
mined unambiguously. However, extra contributions to the specific heat were observed around 1 K.

I. INTRODUCTION

Alkali-halide alkali-cyanide mixed crystals belong to a
new class of disordered materials which exhibit a collec-
tive freezing transition or reorienting moments devoid of
long-range order. These orientational glasses are model
systems of the amorphous state of condensed matter. ' In
the pure alkali cyanides the CN molecules interact via
an effective exchange coupling that is mediated by lattice
strains. This bilinear rotation-translation coupling drives
a ferroelastic phase transition. At lower temperatures
the electric dipolar interaction forces establish long-range
antiferroelectric order. Substitution of the CN mole-
cules, e.g. , by Br or Cl, introduces randomness of the
anisotropic interaction between the CN ions and gives
rise to an orientational glass state below a critical concen-
tration x, . ' The glass state is characterized by frozen-in
local shear distortions and exhibits the low-temperature
thermodynamic, dielectric, ' and elastic proper-
ties" that are characteristic of amorphous systems. For
example, in (KBr), „(KCN)„a linear and time-
dependent specific heat has been detected below 1 K. In
addition, an excess contribution to the specific heat shows
up in a wide concentration range. '

At the glass transition the relaxation dynamics is simi-
lar to that observed in real glasses with the occurrence of
primary (a) and secondary (P) relaxations. ' ' Hence,
orientational glasses combine the topological order of the
center-of-mass lattice with static and dynamic properties
of amorphous systems. Further interest in the cyanide
glasses has been stimulated by the theoretical work of
Sethna and co-workers, ' who calculated the low-
temperature specific heat using a phenomenological mod-
el. According to this theory the linear term of the
specific heat is understood as being due to 180' tunneling
flips of the CN molecules. The excess specific heat was
thought to arise from CN librational excitations cou-
pled to the lattice. The model parameters entering
Sethna's theory, e.g., the energy barriers, their distribu-
tion widths, and the attempt frequencies determine the

secondary relaxation processes at higher temperatures
and, hence, can be determined by dielectric spectrosco-

7, 14, 15

The theoretical treatment of cyanide glasses was analo-
gous to that of spin glasses, which focused on the random
bond disorder and disregarded the random-field effects
completely. This approach was used in the early works
of Fischer and Klein' and Michel and Rowe, ' and later
on in the framework of infinite-range mean-field mod-
els. ' ' Monte Carlo simulations have been performed
on orientational glasses with nearest-neighbor interac-
tions by Carmesin and Binder. Recently, K. H. Michel
described the relaxation phenomena in the cyanide
glasses within the framework of a random-field model.
Static random strains, which are generated by substitu-
tional atoms of different sizes, couple linearly to the
orientations of the CN ions. Later on, the theory was
extended by including a nonergodic instability.
In (NaCN), „(KCN)„, static random strains are im-

planted by the volume difference of the Na+ and K+
ions, which are distributed statistically on the cationic
sublattice, whereas the CN sublattice remains undilut-
ed. Thus, in a first approximation, it seems plausible that
this system is dominated by random fields and is ideal to
test the role played by random strains.
A schematic phase diagram of solid solutions of potas-

sium and sodium cyanides determined from optical
transmission experiments and from neutron
diffraction is shown in Fig. 1. Two critical concentra-
tions at x,1=0.16 and x,2=0.90 appear in this system.
At intermediate concentrations the system is dominated
by strong random strains. Neutron-scattering results re-
vealed that near x =0.5 the freezing in of the CN quad-
rupoles is dominated by the strong random fields and is
almost a single-ion phenomenon. Close to x,2 the freez-
ing transition is highly cooperative and strong deviations
from a pure random field behavior were detected.
The aim of the present work was to study the low-

temperature specific heat in (NaCN)
& „(KCN)„ in the

glassy regime with special attention to the following ques-
tions
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(i) Does the low-temperature specific heat refiect glassy
behavior?
(ii) Is there any difference in the low-temperature

specific heat of the random field system
(NaCN), „(KCN)„compared with (KBr), „(KCN)„,
which possibly is a random bond system and which has
been studied in full detail?
(iii) Do the low-temperature properties reveal a signa-

ture of the freezing process (single-ion freezing at inter-
mediate concentrations and a cooperative freezing transi-
tion near x,2)t

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

concentra tion x

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram of (NaCN), „(KCN)„
composed after a neutron-scattering work of Schrader et al.
(Ref. 26). The hatched areas indicate the elastically ordered re-
gions, while the dotted ones represent those exhibiting an anti-
ferroelectric order (Ref. 26). Between the two critical concen-
trations x, & =0.16 and x,2=0.90 an orientational glass state is
observed at low temperatures (Refs. 25, 26, and 28).

5~10+
(NQCN)„„ IKC N)„

x =0.59

ed gold film heater combined with time-resolved carbon
film thermometry allowed an observation of internal tem-
perature relaxation processes within the quasiadiabatic
time window 0.1 ms ~ t 0. 1 s. The sample
temperature-time profiles ET(To, t) were analyzed and
transformed into a time-dependent specific heat
C ( To+6T, t ). It has been demonstrated in different
types of crystals that results using time-resolved specific-
heat measurements are in good agreement with long-time
data as obtained by standard quasiadiabatic C ( T) tech-
niques. '

In addition, an analysis of the short-time temperature
profiles (heat pulse propagating diffusively through the
sample) does provide the temperature dependence of the
thermal diffusivity D(T, t,„,) (at t,„,&0. 1 ms) and the
nonstationary thermal conductivity K(T, t,„,) below 1

K.
Long-time specific-heat measurements for T ~ 2. 5 K

were carried out in a standard quasiadiabatic calorimeter
by applying Joule heat to samples having a mass of ap-
proximately 1.5 g. The temperature versus time profiles
were measured with a germanium (2 & T & 50 K) or a pla-
tinum (10&T&100 K) resistance thermometer. From
these profiles the specific heat of the samples was au-
tomatically calculated using a computerized data acquisi-
tion system.
In Fig. 2 specific-heat results of the three

(NaCN)t „(KCN)„mixed crystals (x=0.19, 0.59, and
0.85) are depicted for temperatures T & 1 K and for two
measuring times to=0. 1 ms and 0.1 s. Deviations from
the Debye-like T behavior of insulating crystals are
clearly apparent. Below T=300 mK, Fig. 2 shows an al-
most linear variation of the specific heat C with temper-
ature. This indicates a nearly constant distribution of
low-energy excitations. In addition a strong dependence
of C on the experimental time scale is observed. At a

(NaCN) t „(KCN)„mixed crystals with concentra-
tions x=0.19, 0.59, and 0.85 were delivered from the
Crystal Growth Laboratory of the University of Utah
and from J. Albers at the Physics Department of the
Universitat des Saarlandes. The actual concentrations of
the mixed crystals have been determined using atomic ab-
sorption spectrophotometry and from the room-
temperature lattice constants.
The samples were cleaved from the mother crystals

and prepared similarly to those reported in Ref. 5. The
surfaces were roughened with sandpaper in order to pro-
vide a uniform sample heating. The thin samples of
thickness d =0.5 mm were rectangularly shaped ( = 8X4
mm ) and thermally anchored to three thin copper rods.
With this arrangement a very short internal thermaliza-
tion time (t;„&100 ps) and a much longer external
sample-to-bath time constant (t,„~100ms) was achieved.
Short-time heat pulses (t =1 ps) applied by an evaporat-
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the measured specific
heat C+(T, t) for three single crystals of (NaCN)l „(KCN)„
with x =0.19, 0.59, and 0.85 at measuring times t =0. 1 s and 0.1
ms. The solid lines are calculated with Eq. {3),using C3, CI
and P as listed in Table I taking into account data up to T=6
K.
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base temperature To= 100mK an increase of the measur-
ing time to by three decades enhances the specific heat by
nearly a factor of 2. For the (NaCN)04i(KCN)0 &9 sam-
ple a stronger dependence of T&100 mK has been ob-
served. The solid lines in Fig. 2 represent the calculated
specific heat using Eq. (3). The parameters C3, a, Ci,
and P were determined by fits to the experimental data
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
The long-time specific heat is shown in Fig. 3 plotted

as C /T versus T for temperatures 50 mK ~ T & 100 K.
For (NaCN}04, (KCN)Q 59 a set of data was obtained by
the two different measuring techniques which overlap at
T=2.5 K. Unfortunately, the low-temperature data for
x=0.85 and 0.19 have been taken only for T~1 K. In
the representation C /T versus T a conventional insu-
lating crystal would exhibit a plateau for T!OD ~0.07,
which indicates normal Debye-like behavior. With in-
creasing T the C /T data then continuously would de-
crease. In contrast, Fig. 3 reveals the following features.
(i) The linear variation of the specific heat at lowest

temperatures is strongly pronounced for all samples in-
vestigated,
(ii) A well-defined plateau exists for 2 T&6 K. An

excess specific-heat bump which usually appears in
canonical glasses between 3 and 15 K is absent. Howev-
er, the plateau regime is considerably enhanced compared
to pure KCN (Ref. 7) and NaCN (Ref. 33) as indicated by
solid lines,
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FIG. 4. Normalized time-dependent specific heat vs time of
the three (NaCN) l, (KCN)„crystals at T0=0. 1 K.
Cp ( T0, t ) /Cp ( T0, t = 1 s) varies logarithmical ly with measuring
time. The spectral densities P(x) (in 10 J/m') of two-level sys-
tems are determined from the slopes of the straight lines fitted
to the data points according to Eq. (4).

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

(iii) Extra contributions appear near 1 K for
(NaCN)p si(KCN)0 i9 and (NaCN)o»(KCN}o» (see also
Figs. 2 and 6). Similar experimental findings were ob-
served in Suprasil W and will be discussed later.
The low- and high-temperature specific-heat data of

the crystals with x =0.19 and 0.85 (both close to the crit-
ical concentrations) and x =0.59 reveal that these crys-
tals undergo no phase transitions down to the lowest tem-
peratures.
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This chapter is organized as follows: (i) the low-
temperature linear and time-dependent specific heat is
analyzed within the framework of the standard tunneling
model; (ii) the existence of glasslike excess contributions
at intermediate temperatures is investigated; (iii) the ob-
served extra modes for the (NaCN), „(KCN)„samples
with x =0.19 and 0.85 are inspected; and (iv) a brief dis-
cussion of the thermal conductivity and diffusivity ob-
tained from the time-dependent specific-heat results is
given. The first two subsections include some remarks
concerning Sethna's model calculations, which were orig-
inally developed to explain the low- T specific-heat
anomalies in (KBr), , (KCN)'

FIG. 3. Complete sets of long-time specific-heat data of
(NaCN), (KCN)„. Open symbols show data obtained with an
adiabatic calorimeter; solid symbols mark "long-time" data
(t,„pt=0. 1 s) measured using time-resolved thermometry. The
solid lines are best fits according to Eq. (3) and parameters given
in Table I. For (NaCN)01&(KCN)0» and (NaCN)081(KCN)0»
extra contributions are observed around 1 K (see also Fig. 6).
Indicated are the Debye contributions at lowest temperatures
for the pure ends of the mixed system (Refs. 7 and 33).

A. Linear and time-dependent specific heat

In canonical glasses the low Tspecific heat (T ~-1 K) is
well represented by a polynomial of the form

C =C, (to)T +(CD+C,„,)T
with a= l. The first term of Eq. (1) accounts for an al-
most linear T variation of C at the lowest temperatures
and includes also the logarithmic time dependence. The
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C, (t)= m k,'P ln(4t/r. ,„),12p
(2)

where p is the mass density and ~;„is the shortest TLS
phonon relaxation time. Normalizing the data to a cer-
tain measuring time, e.g. , t = 1 s, eliminates ~;„. Com-5

bining Eqs. (1) and (2) and using a= 1 yields

C (T, t=l s)= C, (t=l s

+ a k~P ln
12p 1 s

T +C3T

(3)

with O'=C,„,+CD. Fits using Eq. (3) are shown in Figs.
2 and 3 by the solid lines.

"excess" specific-heat contribution is represented by C,„„
in addition to the normal Debye specific heat CD of insu-
lating crystals. Equation (1) is only a rough approxima-
tion of the low-T specific heat in glasses which is com-
monly used to fit the experimental results below 1 K. At
higher temperatures the excess term usually results in a
bump in C when plotted as C /T versus T. ' The
(NaCN), (KCN)„samples show a different dependence
(see Fig. 3). The experimental observation yields C —T",
where n =1 for T 0.3 K and n =3 for 2.5 T~6 K and
allows us to approximate the data (measured at t,„~,= to)
in a temperature range 0.05 ~ T 6 K.
The standard tunneling model (STM) developed by An-

derson, Halperin, and Varma and by Phillips accounts
for the linear temperature and the logarithmic time
dependences of the low-temperature specific heat. This
model assumes a constant spectral distribution
P =P(A, ,A) of two-level systems (TLS) characterized by a
tunneling parameter A. and an asymmetry parameter A.
The time-dependent prefactor of the linear term of Eq. (1)
within the framework of the STM is calculated by

The density of tunneling states P can be derived from
the slope of the time-dependent data C~(To, t) (Fig. 4) at
fixed sample temperatures To and normalized to the
long-time specific heat:

"kB PTlll(t/ls)=1+
C (TA, t =1 s) 12p C (TQ, t =1 s)

In the temperature range 0.05 To 0.7 K the time
dependence for the three samples investigated was rather
similar. In Fig. 4 the normalized experimental Cz data
are plotted versus log, ot at To=0. 1 K. The solid lines in
Fig. 4 represent best fits according to Eq. (4) with the pa-
rameters P as indicated. The fit parameters obtained by
these fits are listed in Table I. The variation of P at
different temperatures is about +25%%uo (see Table I). Only
at T&0.08 K do the spectral densities increase up to
P=90 10 J 'm '. Figure 2 reveals a strong decou-
pling of two-level systems for T ~ 10 mK, which is most
pronounced for (NaCN)04&(KCN)o 59 This may be inter-
preted as an enhanced density P(E, r) of two-level sys-
tems at lower-energy splittings. It is interesting to note
that in this temperature regime the logarithmic time
dependence still holds. A similar behavior was reported
in (KBr)0 ~0(KCN)0, 0 for T &80 mK. '
As can be seen from Table I the concentration-

dependent variations of the parameters C, and C3 are
relatively small in (NaCN), „(KCN)„. In addition, the
spectral density P(x) depends only slightly on x (Table I).
Thus the low-temperature properties (T~l K) of
(NaCN), „(KCN)„do not reflect the different charac-
ters of the freezing processes that were detected experi-
mentally in neutron-scattering studies.
For the orientational glass (KBr)i „(KCN)„ the low-

temperature specific heat was described by a phenomeno-
logical model, ' which should also be applicable to
(NaCN), „(KCN)„. This theory, based on the model
character of the cyanide system, assumes that the linear
term C, (t) originates from a 180' tunneling motion of

TABLE I. Compilation of low-temperature data of (NaCN), ,(KCN)„(this work) and (KBr), , (KCN) (Ref. 5). The mass den-
sities p at low temperatures ( T=4 K) are interpolated between the pure ends assuming Vegard's law. The coefficient of the T' term
C, is given by (CD+C,„,) while C, (t =1 s) is the coefficient of the linear T term in Eq. (1). Both quantities result from best fits of Eq.
(3) to the specific heat at measuring times t =0. 1 s and 0.1 ms as shown in Figs. 2 and (note that C3 is well defined by the plateau in
Fig. 3). The spectral densities P of the two-level systems as used in the standard tunneling model are determined from best fits of
Cp( Tp t) data according to Eq. (2) normalized to C~( Tp, t =1 s) (see Fig. 4). ~,„ is the shortest TLS relaxation time which has been
determined by the ratio pC1(t)/k~P according to Eq. (2).

Crystal

NaCN
(NaCN)«, (KCN )p, 9
(NaCN)p 4, (KCN)p 59
(NaCN)p 15(KCN)p 85
KCN
(KBr)p 3p{KCN)p 7p

(KBr)p, 5p( KCN)p. sp
(KBr)p 75(KCN)p p5

'Reference 33.
Reference 5.

p
(g/cm')

1.65'
1.64
1.62
1.61
1.60
1.95
2.18
2.50

CD+ C,„,
(10 'J/g K )

0.54'
1.4
1.8
2.5
2.06b

1.46+0.84
1.73+0.11
1.34+0.76

Ct=1 s
1

{10 J/g K')

13.5
8 ' 5
10.5

0.43
0.9
2.4

P
( 10 /J/m')

60+15
45+10
60+15

2.7
9
40

min

(s)

3x 10-"
1.5X10
8x10

1X10
3.5 x 10
3x10
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CN ions within the double-mell potentials. The distri-
bution of the barriers against CN reorientations is
created in the quadrupolar freezing process (a relaxation)
(Ref. 12) and can be determined by dielectric spectrosco-
py of the P relaxation, i.e., by measuring the slowing
down of the electric dipoles of the CN ions in the local
hindering potential. '
(NaCN)&, (KCN) represents a further model system

to test Sethna's predictions. For the three
(NaCN), „(KCN)„samples, the distribution parameters
(mean hindering barriers Eo, distribution widths cr and
the attempt frequencies I o) were determined elsewhere.
It has been shown that the time-dependent specific-heat
data below 700 mK can be parametrized within this
theory. However, the values obtained for the asym-
metry 6 of the two-level systems (see Table II) turned out
to be very small compared to the value of b =340 K for
pure KCN. ' Furthermore, the asymmetry in
(NaCN), , (KCN)„depends on the K+ concentration in
contrast to the (KBr), „(KCN)„system, where a
concentration-independent asymmetry parameter was as-
sumed' ' and gave a good agreement with experimental
findings. The small values of 6 and the concentration
dependence of 6 raised some doubts concerning the va-
lidity of Sethna's model in (NaCN), „(KCN)„glasses.
In addition, it is worthwhile to mention that in
Nz. Ar: CO mixtures the absence of the polar CO mole-
cules did not affect the low-temperature specific-heat
anomalies.

B. Excess contribution

For all three crystals a similar plateau is observed in
the C /T versus T plot for 3 8 T ~ 6 K (Fig. 3). Two
possible explanations seem likely: (i) a real T excess
term dominates in this temperature region, or (ii) the
samples represent Debye solids with Debye temperatures
low compared to the pure compounds. In order to solve
this problem one has to evaluate the Debye contributions
CD from the Debye temperatures SD. A comparison of
CD with the experimentally determined C3 values would
reveal the excess term C,„,. The Debye temperatures can

be determined from the low-T elastic constants by apply-
ing the harmonic series expansion method. Gathering
values from literature ' ' (see Table II) and making use
of Alers's approach yields Debye temperatures as depict-
ed in Fig. 5 by the open squares and listed in Table II.
Alternatively, 8D can be determined directly from the
specific heat by fitting the Debye integral to the specific-
heat data as described earlier. Solid circles represent re-
sults as obtained from these fits. In Ref. 7 it was shown
that this fitting procedure yields a reliable value of eD
for pure KBr. %e have to admit that the strong
rotation-translation coupling in the mixed cyanides may
yield strong deviations from a linear phonon dispersion at
low frequencies and thus introduces additional uncertain-
ties in SD. In Fig. 5 the Debye temperatures are com-
pared to those as calculated from the plateau regions as-
suming a crystalline solid (open circles). The results car-
ry relatively large error bars and do not reveal unambi-
gous evidence for C,„, terms.

C. Extra modes around 1 K

Below 1 K (Fig. 2) roughly linear specific-heat contri-
butions are observed for all mixed crystals, which is a
typical result for glasses. Ho~ever, around T=1 K
marked extra specific-heat contributions show up for two
of the samples (x =0. 19 and 0.85; see Figs. 2, 3, and 6).
Such an observation has not been made in the related
(KBr), „(KCN)„system, nor is it known from glassy
crystals in general. To our knowledge a similar finding
has only been reported for Suprasil W (Refs. 37 and 38),
which is a high-purity synthetic vitreous silica (a-Si02).
This feature is not observed in other types of vitreous sili-
ca such as Suprasil, although Suprasil contains =1000
ppm OH impurities compared to ~8 ppm OH con-
tent in Suprasil W (the halide impurity concentration is
similar for both samples = 100 ppm). It has been sug-
gested that the anomaly is of Schottky type with an
energy-level splitting of some degrees Kelvin and a densi-
ty of states n, =10' cm . However, the physical na-
ture of the underlying extra modes remained unclear.
In order to provide an estimate for these extra modes

TABLE II. Averaged values of the elastic constants c„.(x, T) for the (NaCN)l „(KCN)„system at
low temperatures ( T 20 K) as taken from literature (Refs. 27 and 41). The c,2 values were set equal to
1 GPa as the variation of c, z does not influence the Debye temperature strongly. The harmonic series
expansion method (Ref. 40) was applied to calculate OD from the c„while OD were obtained by fits of
Debye integrals to the high-temperatures (10 T -30 K) specific heat. For NaCN data from Ref. 33
were taken: OD =245 K. In case of x=0.19 and 0.85 the extra contributions were analyzed as
Schottky-like anomalies with energy splittings E, and number densities n, . The asymmetries of the
double-well potentials 5 were obtained from fits (Ref. 39) applying Sethna's approach (Ref. 14) for the
time-dependent specific-heat term (for x =1,5 was taken from Ref. 15).

X
0.19
0.59
0.85
1.00

c44
(GPa)

2.58
1.9
1.35

(GPa)

38
35.1
29.8

Oel

(K)

189
160
134

CO~
(K)

200
185
170
195

E,
(K)

3.8

2.7

n,
(cm ')

7.6 10 (Ref. 18)

4.6 10 (Ref. 18)

(K)

13.7
148
30
340
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300
(NaCN}„„(KCN}„ in (NaCN), , (KCN)„glasses the extra specific heat hC

defined by

bC =C —[C3T +C, (to=1 s)T]
was analyzed in terms of a Schottky-like anomaly

200—
E

2
bC =3ANLks

[exp(x)+ 1]
with

(6)

0
00

100
0 0.5 1

KCN concentration x
FIG. 5. Concentration dependence of the Debye-temperature

8D in the (NaCN)&, (KCN) system as obtained by different
methods: ~, from fits of the Debye integral to the high-
temperature specific-heat results (for x = 1, 8D~, was taken from
Ref. 7); 0, obtained from the plateaus in the C/T' vs T plots at
intermediate temperatures (see Fig. 3) using Debye's theory
(x =0 from Ref. 33); 0, averaged 8D values as obtained from
the harmonic series expansion method (Ref. 40) using elastic
constants c„. at low temperatures as observed in Brillouin (Ref.
41) and neutron (Ref. 27) scattering works and from ultrasonic
measurement (Ref. 27). For x = 1, 8D was taken from Ref. 5 as
determined by elastic constants.

Nl being Avogadro's number, k~ is the Boltzmann's con-
stant, E& is the Schottky energy, and A is a scaling factor
that gives the number of Schottky centers per volume.
Figure 6 depicts the specific heat of

(NaCN)os, (KCN)o» together with data for Suprasil W
taken from literature. ' ' The Schottky parameters
are listed in Table II. The obtained results for the
Schottky-energy splitting Ez and the density of Schottky
states n, that follows from the scaling factor A in Eq. (6)
compare well with those cited for Suprasil W. However,
this similarity should not be overemphasized.

D. Thermal conductivity and dift'usivity

For (NaCN)os, (KCN)o &9, De Yoreo et al. measured
the thermal conductivity K(T) in a temperature range
0.07& T~ 100 K. ' The temperature dependence and
the magnitude of K ( T) were observed to be very similar
to that of structural glasses. Below T=1 K the thermal
conductivity can be fitted to the tunneling model predic-
tion:

10
hC

Ch

19 with

2m.k~
A = v

h2p—2»y

4k

CL
E
~Oil

0
tQZ
~ 10

~~
CJ
N
CL
V) Suprasil W

~o&oo~oo

10
00& 01

I I I

1 10 100

Temperature (K)
FIG. 6. Specific heat of (NaCN)0 8l(KCN)o 19 together with

that of Suprasil W (Refs. 37, 38, and 43) for comparison. The
hatched area marks the occurrence of extra modes. AC~ es-
timated using Eq. (5) can be represented by a Schottky-like
anomaly [Eq. (6)]with parameters as shown in Table II.

y the average coupling energy for resonant interactions
between TLS and phonons, and the Debye velocity VD.
Reference 5 gave no value for y in the
(NaCN)o s, (KCN )o &9 sample. Using the values
A =3. 1 X 10 W/cm K, UD = 1.25 X 10 m/s, and P and
p according to Table I for x =0.19, an average coupling
energy y=0. 13 eV was calculated using Eq. (8). This
value compared well with those for the related system
(KBr), „(KCN )„(Ref. 5) and those for structural
glasses, e.g. , Se (y, =0.14 eV), As2S3 (y, =0.17 eV), and
polysterene (y, =0.13 eV).
The thermal conductivity data of the two mixed crys-

tals with x =0.59 and 0.85 have not been reported so far.
Therefore, the short-time profiles from the present inves-
tigation were analyzed in terms of a thermal diffusivity
D ( T, t) ( at t,„~,~ 0. 1 ms). The temperature dependence
of D ( T) below 1 K and the subsequently calculated non-
stationary thermal conductivity K(T, t)=pc (t) D(T)
are very similar to what is observed in glasses. ' We
can state that for all three mixed crystals of
(NaCN), „(KCN)„ the specific heat and the thermal
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conductivity exhibit the typical glasslike thermal
anomalies below 1 K.

E. Comparison with (KBr), „(KCN)„

Finally, we compare the results for
(NaCN), (KCN) with the values reported for
(KBr), (KCN), (see Table I). In the latter system low-
temperature glassy properties have been observed for
x )x, (x =0.70) yielding small densities of state P
values. For x &x„ the glassy contributions increased
drastically as shown by a variation of P-(1—x)" with
n =3. For x ~0.25 the thermal properties exhibit in-
creasing deviations from the standard TLS behavior. In
Table I for (KBr)o»(KCN)ozs the highest P=40X10
J ' m ' is comparable to those observed in the present
study. In general, when compared to glasses, the spectral
densities for the (NaCN), ,(KCN)„system are the larg-
est observed in thermal experiments so far.
The TLS parameters for (KBr), „(KCN)„vary

strongly with concentration, while those for
(NaCN), „(KCN)„vary only slightly. We further
checked the related shortest relaxation time ~;„,which is
related to P via Eq. (2). For (NaCN), „(KCN)„ the vari-
ation of r,„ is small (by a factor =250), whereas for
(KBr), (KCN)„ it varies by a factor of 10 . Calculating

from the ratios pC, Ik&P an estimate for the
minimum TLS relaxation time is obtained. For
(KBr)o»(KCN)o z, the shortest relaxation time r;„=0.3
ms seems to be unphysical, whereas for
(KBr)Q3Q(KCN)o 7o r;„=I ns is an acceptable value.
For (NaCN), „(KCN)„, ~;„(x) lies in the range from
0.3 to 80 ns. Obviously the substitution of the spherical
K+ ions by the smaller Na+ ions, which increases the
static random strain fields, gives rise to an increased den-
sity of TLS states compared to the density of states which
result from a distortion of the KCN lattice by a substitu-
tion of CN ions by Br ions. An increasing dilution of
the KCN lattice by Br ions increases the spectral densi-
ty of low-energy states, but the distribution P(r) becomes
different from the standard TLS form.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The calorimetric investigation of (NaCN)& „(KCN)„

mixed crystals with x =0.19, 0.59, and 0.85 reveals
features characteristic of glasses. The low-temperature
specific heat varies linearly with T and shows a logarith-
mic time dependence over several decades. The absolute
values for the linear term C, (t) and the density of two-
level systems I' are much higher compared to those in
(KBr), „(KCN)„. The P values are the largest observed
in thermal experiments on glasses so far, and five times as
high compared to the canonical glass SiOz.
The low-temperature specific-heat anomalies, especial-

ly the parameters C, (t), P, and C3 do not reflect the
differences which have been observed experimentally in
the freezing processes. '
The Debye temperatures were calculated from elastic

constants c;, taken from literature and compared to those
as obtained by fits of the Debye integral to the specific
heat. No unambiguous evidence for an excess term can
be given so far.
An analysis of the low-temperature specific heat within

the framework of Sethna's model yields asymmetry ener-
gies with a strong concentration dependence and with ab-
solute values that are much smaller than those reported
for (KBr), ,(KCN)„.
The two samples close to the critical concentrations

depict extra contributions to the specific heat.
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